FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
SPRING / SUMMER 2021 TOM FORD EYEWEAR
The new Spring / Summer 2021 TOM FORD eyewear collection focuses on shapes
inspired by the 1950s and 1970s, highlighting bold and clean-cut volumes with styles
characterized by fine combinations of acetate and metal, making the eyewear unique and
instantly recognizable. The new line features iconic details and concepts, such as the ‘T’
metal logo on the front panel, the famous infinity symbol, as well as bestselling designs in
new color palettes, reflecting the latest fashion trends.
The new styles are inspired by two specific concepts: Refined minimalism; concentrating
on essential designs, timeless shapes and premium materials and Precious combinations;
featuring unique mixes of acetate and metal, technological innovation and unexpected
design solutions.
The optical collection includes ready-to-wear glasses with Blue Block lenses, preventing
and reducing eye strain caused by prolonged exposure to blue light emitted from digital
devices. These specialty lenses enhance visual comfort while completing the look as a
distinctive fashion accessory. The optical frames mimic the sunglass styles with similar
details, shapes and the brand’s timeless elegance.
SUNGLASS COLLECTION
FT0813 - Caleb
An elegant square shape with the ‘T’ metal logo on the front and slim metal temples made
from a fine mix of acetate and titanium that lends character and uniqueness to the frame.
FT0817 – Dario
An easy-to-wear squared style characterized by bold profiles and an essential design. The
frame is embellished with a key bridge that adds unexpected detail. The iconic ‘T’ logo and
thick temples are color matched with the front.
FT0818 - Holden
A softly rounded pilot shape with the iconic infinity detail on the front and a metal brow bar
enriched with an acetate sweat guard running along the upper profile. The combination of
detail creates a fine interplay of cut-outs on the front and along the temples. This style also
features the Iconic ‘T’ metal logo on the temples, acetate tips, adjustable nose pads and a
lightweight structure.
FT0821 - Kira
An oversize cat-eye acetate style with a vintage flair personalized by the iconic ‘T’ logo on
the front and elegant slim temples. A Made in Italy piece conveying a glamorous allure.
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FT0822 – Dasha
An oversize squared acetate style characterized by slim temples adding an edgy touch.
The iconic ‘T’ logo adorns the front of these glasses. Made in Italy, for a glamorous allure.
FT0826 – Declan
A softly rounded silhouette enhanced by a double bridge that lends character to the front.
Adjustable nose pads and the iconic high-relief ‘T’ logo on the slim temples. A Made in Italy
piece entirely constructed of metal.
FT0837 - Lyle
A square shape defined by thick profiles and lenses in contrasting colors within the frame.
The iconic ‘T’ logo in slim and lightweight metal and thick temples complement the design.
FT0882 – Neughman
This ADV style is a modern take on a vintage design. The oversize rounded pilot frame,
entirely made from acetate, and the double bridge on the front and side spoilers evoke the
1970s and delivers maximum comfort. The style is completed with the Iconic ‘T’ logo and
sleek tapered temples.
FT0840 – Sofi
An oversize squared shield design characterized by a smart combination of metal and
acetate gives character and personality to the frame. The semi-rimless silhouette features
adjustable nose pads and slim temples ensuring an extremely lightweight feel.
FT0841 – Brandy
A thin and lightweight navigator style with a full metal construction enhanced by an acetate
sheath on the front rims. Oversize proportions, a double bridge on the front that creates a
unique cut-out effect, and adjustable nose pads accentuate the style’s detail. Ultra-slim
temples with the recognizable ‘T’ logo complement the frame.
FT0842 – Nickie
An ultra-feminine oversize rounded silhouette bearing the iconic infinity detail formed by a
single-line structure on the front. Adjustable nose pads and the high-relief ‘T’ logo on the
slim temples finalize the style.
FT0846 – Poppy-02
A glamorous cat-eye shape with squared profiles for a feminine vintage-inspired look. The
frame is defined by a full acetate structure and by the ‘T’ metal logo on the front. Elegant
slim temples complement the style.
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OPTICAL COLLECTION
FT0847 – Renee
An ADV style with bold and oversize squared volumes characterized by a remarkable
acetate structure that gives character and personality to the wearer. Iconic ‘T’ logo on the
front and thick temples with sharp profiles.
FT0769
This ADV style is a contemporary take on the classic pilot shape. The injection-molded
construction features bold high-relief profiles that give character to the frame. Iconic ‘T’
logo on the front that runs along the tapered temples.
FT5682-B
Men’s squared acetate glasses with lightweight profiles that comes with a clip-on, to add
that extra touch of character in a snap. The iconic ‘T’ logo on the front and elegant slim
temples complement the style. Available with blue block lenses.
FT5685-B
A stylish and delicate butterfly shape made from a fine combination of metal and acetate
that ensures an extremely lightweight feel. A minimalist design, slim temples, the iconic ‘T’
metal logo on the front and adjustable nose pads. Available with blue block lenses.
FT5689-B
A modern take on a vintage design. This oversize geometric acetate frame with squared
profiles conveys a retro allure and features the iconic ‘T’ logo on the front and elegant slim
temples. The style comes with a clip-on, to add that extra touch of character in a snap.
Available with blue block lenses.
FT5690-B
An easy-to-wear slightly rounded acetate frame. The glasses come with a clip-on, allowing
you to change your look with a click. The iconic ‘T’ logo on the front and elegant slim
temples complement the design. Available with blue block lenses.
FT5692-B
An ultra-slim pilot shape entirely made from metal and characterized by an unconventional
bridge that adds style and elegance but without excess. Ultra-slim temples decorated with
the iconic ‘T’ logo and adjustable nose pads for a perfect fit.
FT5698-B
A softly rounded silhouette with a retro flair defined by a key bridge and the iconic ‘T’ logo
on the front. An easy-to-wear style that is perfect for any occasion.
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FT5710-B
An elongated oval shape characterized by different volumes that lend a trendy and unique
effect to these glasses. Iconic ‘T’ logo on the front and temples. A retro-inspired style
revisited with a contemporary twist.
FT5711-B
An elongated rectangular shape characterized by different volumes that lend a trendy and
unique effect to these glasses. Iconic ‘T’ logo on the front and temples. A retro -inspired
style revisited with a contemporary twist.
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